
Portfolio management of the investment in projects
Optimising value and the use of funds and resources
Research suggests that 35% to 50% of all investment is directed to
unsuccessful projects and that about 30% of project investment by
publicly listed companies actually destroys shareholder value!

We will work with you to develop and implement a powerful process
for optimising your investment in projects that is designed to suit your
business needs and create genuine value.

You will achieve:

Better decisions made faster;

Clarity and transparency of decision making;

Assurance of quality and ownership of source estimates;

Support for your sound judgement and business experience.

Our Promantic™ approach has yielded an increase in return on investment
of over 15%… and the ability to prepare or revise a programme in hours
or days rather than the weeks or months that are more typical.

VPI Partners will help your organisation to optimise your investment in
projects through an innovative and market-leading approach to Portfolio
Management.

Our Promantic™ approach is unique. We avoid many of the pitfalls of more
traditional approaches. Instead, we apply a sophisticated technique of
Balanced Optimisation to enable your organisation to more effectively
and easily:

Decide what projects to do (and not do or kill off);

Schedule when to do them;

Determine what the overall portfolio benefits and risks will be;

Provide an effective baseline for managing the resulting programme.

Balanced optimisation
Our Promantic™ approach will:

Reduce the pressure of difficult,
time consuming and contentious
decision making;

Align your project investment
decisions directly to you business
strategy;

Provide objectivity and transparency
in the rigorous analysis of your
portfolio to back up your managerial
judgement;

Help you plan to maximise the
value from investing in your projects;

Recommend what projects should
be done and when to do them;

Set these recommendations in the
context of any pre-determined
mandatory decisions and critical
resource constraints;

Enable quick assessment of multiple
scenarios;

Handle dimensions such as financial
value, intangible benefits, soft
objectives and portfolio risk, as well
as multiple constraints and project
relationships.

Projects strategy and management: a portfolio view
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Portfolio management of business investment
Increase the return from a portfolio of projects through a more
powerful and responsive process
Investment for change, efficiency or new products is critical in the modern business environment. Yet most companies
struggle with the process. They can take an inordinate time to agree which projects form the “best mix” to achieve
their objectives. Time is lost disagreeing about key decisions and debating interminably over the quality of data or
balance of priorities. There have been significant advances in disciplines such as Project Management to ensure that
activities are undertaken efficiently but less progress has been made towards more effective ways to decide, in the
first place, which projects should be undertaken.

Decisions on investment programmes are undeniably difficult. Estimates of future benefits are often imprecise, subject
to vested interests and may entail loose accountability for the final result. Moreover, with a large investment portfolio
to assess, the number of possible permutations is immense. Constraints, such as funding or critical resources, will apply
and the candidate projects are not always independent of each other. In this situation, it is often argued that precise
analysis is impossible and that wise judgement and conviction are what counts. Yet structure, rigour and analytical
techniques can improve such decision making significantly.

VPI Partners LLP offer an innovative approach to Investment Planning which fits within its range of services for
Business Change and Programme and Project Management.

Our Promantic™ approach can deliver better decisions, faster through improved analysis techniques and proper
assurance of the quality and ownership of the source estimates. It complements sound business judgement and
experience, but does not replace it.

In the business context, it is critical to be able to handle a variety of factors. Financial performance, sales, operational
efficiency and customer satisfaction are some of the dimensions of success. Risk is always prevalent and has to be
managed. Yet, it is essential to be able to balance the achievements of your complete portfolio of projects across such
diverse factors. Furthermore, senior managers need to be able to assess quickly a variety of scenarios in order to
arrive at their decisions on the direction to take and the projects they should initiate.

Planning investment for maximum business benefit



A process to improve investment portfolio decisions

Align project appraisal to the business objectives
This obvious step is often ignored, perhaps because it not so easy to achieve in practice. However, through careful
interpretation of business plans and the use of consistent criteria in assessing projects, it is possible to ensure proper
alignment. Internal and external intelligence and special estimating approaches help with difficult aspects. These,
together with independent data assurance, give the improved quality and ownership of the source data which are
the essential foundations for the improved process.

Maximise benefits from investment
A benefits-driven analysis is required which supports well informed judgement. This means clear and flexible displays
of data on individual project benefits, together with the total estimated benefits from the whole portfolio. Fast analysis
capability is also necessary to handle constraints, mandatory decisions and dependencies between projects. If the
planning options are complex, improved decisions are normally obtained through management judgement supported
by optimisation techniques. The consequence of such decisions is huge. VPI Partners LLP have a powerful optimisation
model, which can be easily adapted to the specific needs of a client.

Assess benefits relative to objectives
It is unusual for an organisation to assess the improvement that an investment portfolio will contribute to future
performance, as specified in its business plan or strategy. Too often a strategy is drawn up in isolation of the means
to achieve it or is not challenged for its feasibility. Our Promantic™ approach gives a comprehensive assessment of
benefits compared to the desired objectives and also, if required, an estimate of the improvements that will result 
in terms of net cash flow and key business measures such as ROE, ROCE and EPS.

Our Promantic™ approach can be applied to most investment portfolios, including traditional Capital Investment,
Business Change, IT, Product Development, R&D and Asset Management. It has yielded an increase in return on
investment of over 15% plus the ability to prepare or revise a programme in hours or days rather than the weeks 
or months that are more typical.



Portfolio management and optimisation examples
Our new Promantic™ approach to Portfolio Management has achieved some outstanding successes. Just four of a
number of examples are given here.

Major public transport provider
For a ten year programme of c3,000 engineering and systems projects and investment of £750 million pa, application of
our Promantic™ Balanced Optimisation technique improved the  value of the programme by over 15%. This programme
was planned, optimised and approved in a few weeks, entailing far less contention, revision and management time
than previously. The use of sound estimates of project benefits, and their impact on safety, became accepted best
practice and the basis for all future project investment decisions.

High street retail bank
A major high street bank was trying to tackle complex planning problems such as the balance between clear
financial benefits versus service quality and business risk, as well as restrictions on available funds and resources.
Using traditional planning approaches, it had taken up to nine months to agree the last annual programme! 
With our Promantic™ Balanced Optimisation approach, the programme was optimised and agreed upon in weeks 
to the satisfaction and relief of the parties involved.

Mobile telecommunications company
A new enterprise management system, SAP, was to be introduced into this major mobile telecommunications company,
requiring a formal Investment Management process. The new process added significant value in the new demanding
business environment, with better investment decisions, clear authority and more critical project proposals yielding
improved value for money.

Major power generator
A major UK power generator required that multiple and complex projects running in ten power stations around the
UK be optimised at each power station. They also required that optimised project portfolio information could be
rolled up to provide a complete view of the organisation’s portfolio of project investments and the further capability
to optimise the portfolio across all ten stations. With our Promantic™ approach, the company achieved this
capability completely.

Find out more
For more information on any of the services available from VPI Partners LLP, please contact:

John Anderson

Phone: +44 (0)20 8392 2738
Mobile: +44 (0)7930 399405
Email: john@vpi-partners.com
Website: www.vpi-partners.com


